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1 Introduction

Nowadays there is an increasing and continuous demand for information and
the means to store it in digital form. Most digital information is stored in the
form of µm size ′′bits′′ within thin magnetic layers on disks or tapes. Conse-
quently, the size of these magnetic bits determines the capacity of magnetic
disk drives. One possibility to access the information stored in this way, is by
using a read sensor able to measure the stray magnetic field from each bit, and
convert it to an electrical signal. This can be achieved by using magnetore-
sistive devices [1] such as magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJ).

As schematically drawn in Fig. 1.1, a MTJ consists of two ferromagnetic
layers separated by a thin insulating barrier (below 3 nm). The electron spin
dependent tunneling between the two ferromagnets in a MTJ, can result in a
large tunnel magnetoresistance (TMR) at room temperature [2, 3, 4]. The tu-
nneling current depends on the relative arrangement of the magnetic moments
of the two magnetic layers, being higher for a parallel alignment and lower
for an antiparallel alignment. Therefore, depending on the orientation of the
magnetization in the ferromagnetic layers, a MTJ can have two distinguishable
resistance states.

Figure 1.1: Schematic illustration of a magnetic tunnel junction.

The principle of a magnetoresistive read sensor is schematically shown in
Fig. 1.2. Due to the perpendicular stray fields from the media, an antiparallel
alignment of the magnetization of the magnetic layers in the read head is
obtained, and therefore, a change in the current passing through the sensor.

Next to reading heads, MTJs are also excellent candidates for advanced
non−volatile magnetic random access memories (MRAM). A schematic illus-
tration of a MRAM is shown in Fig. 1.3. In such a device, a magnetic tunnel
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Figure 1.2: Schematic illustration of a magnetoresistive read sensor passing over a
media containing regions magnetized in opposite directions.

junction is integrated at each crossing between a ′′word′′ and a ′′sense′′ line.
The ′′word′′ and the ′′sense′′ line have a double role: to measure the resis-
tance of the junction and to create the magnetic fields required to switch the
resistance of the junction.

Up to now, magnetic tunnel junctions were fabricated with a wide variety of
ferromagnetic conductors like Fe, CoFe, Ni, Ni60Fe40, LSMO (La0.66Sr0.33MnO3),
Co or even with ferromagnetic semiconductors such as GaMnAs. The choice
of insulating materials for fabricating the barrier was (and still is) very much
focussed in the beginning on amorphous Al2O3 [4, 5, 6], but over the last
years, many other oxides (e.g. MgO, Ga2O3, SrTiO3, NiO, HfO2, Ta2O5)
or non−oxides (e.g. AlN, AlAs, BN, ZnS) were also considered. Although
most of the systems having an amorphous barrier showed finite magnetore-
sistance response and they could already be integrated in lab−prototype de-
vices, the room temperature performances are still below 50 %. Understanding
the fundamental aspects of how such a magnetic tunnel junction functions
is still limited by the complicated interplay of interfaces and structure in
non−epitaxial structures. For fully epitaxial junctions, such as Fe/ZnS/Fe
[7, 8] or Fe/MgO/Fe [9, 10], detailed theoretical approaches were possible, and
the results in terms of magnetoresistance were predicted to be very high (in
the 2000 % range at low temperatures). To date, the measured magnetoresis-
tance values for these epitaxial systems are still modest as compared with the
theoretical predictions. On the other hand, very recent experimental results on
all−epitaxial LSMO/SrTiO3/LSMO systems showed huge magnetoresistance
in the order of 1800 % (at 4 K) [11].

The theoretical expectations on fully epitaxial systems triggered us to in-
vestigate the possibility of integrating exotic compounds, such as ferromag-
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Figure 1.3: Schematic illustration of a magnetic random access memory.

netic γ′−Fe4N and semiconducting Cu3N, in magnetic tunnel junction devices.
Based on an almost perfect lattice match between γ ′−Fe4N and Cu3N, it was
expected that a fully epitaxial all−nitride multilayer structure could be grown.
Moreover, the combination of nitride compounds had the additional advantage
of creating sharp, intermixing free interfaces, due to the Fe−N and Cu−N
bonding. Cu3N is a semiconductor with a band−gap of 1.65 eV. This value
is much lower than the band−gap corresponding to the classical insulating
barriers (eg. Al2O3, MgO) and therefore, if successfully integrated in mag-
netic tunnel junctions, might open a challenging direction in the fabrication
of low−resistance magnetic tunnel junctions for applications in non−volatile
magnetic random access memories.

So far, despite the huge amount of research dedicated to the development
of novel MTJ structures, the possibility of integrating epitaxial γ ′−Fe4N and
Cu3N thin films was never investigated. Moreover, it was not entirely clear
whether these compounds can be produced as high quality epitaxial layers,
what properties they have and if these materials are indeed suitable to be in-
tegrated in a MTJ. Additionally, nothing was known about the growth and the
properties of multilayers made of γ ′−Fe4N and Cu3N. To obtain well defined
multilayers based on such complex materials, it is of paramount importance
both to understand and control the growth and the properties of the individual
components (layers) and to find the combination of growth parameters which
can lead to the desired properties of such a multilayer.

General issues to consider are: single phase growth, layer stability during
multilayer growth, sharp interfaces and matching lattices of individual com-
ponents. Moreover, each sublayer should be smooth enough to allow further
epitaxial layer growth and complete ultrathin layers. Up to now, iron and
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copper nitrides were grown mainly by sputtering methods. As reported, this
resulted in the growth of mainly textured or amorphous films. Therefore, the
growth of epitaxial, single phase films was a challenge in itself.

Besides application in MTJs, iron and copper nitrides could also have po-
tential for fabricating novel spin valve devices. The interest in copper nitride
compounds was also motivated by its application as a new material for op-
tical storage devices [12, 13]. Cu3N is a semiconducting material with a low
reflectivity and a high resistivity. For light in the visible region Cu3N is trans-
parent. As a metastable phase, Cu3N decomposes upon heating into N2 and
Cu. The decomposition temperature is around 250◦C. This opens the possi-
bility of ′′writing′′ by irradiation (laser, electrons, ions) metallic Cu clusters or
particles on a transparent, semiconducting material.

This thesis

In the present research we addressed two main questions:

• Is it possible to produce pure and high quality epitaxial iron nitrides and
copper nitrides?

• Is is possible to produce multilayers based on these materials with suitable
properties for magnetic tunnel junctions?

For the growth of epitaxial iron/copper nitrides, we applied a novel growth
method, namely molecular beam epitaxy of iron/copper in the presence of
nitrogen obtained from a radio−frequency atomic source (N−assisted MBE).
The use of a non−conventional growth method opens the possibility of growing
thin films with special and/or improved properties. The same growth method
was applied to grow multilayers. The different properties of the as−grown
films and multilayers were investigated with a wide variety of techniques.

An overview of the most relevant experimental techniques is given in chap-
ter 2. As shown in chapter 3, chapter 4 and chapter 5, this method can be
applied successfully for growing iron nitride and copper nitride films with well
defined properties. Special emphasis was put on the growth of pure and epi-
taxial phases of γ ′−Fe4N (chapter 4) and Cu3N (chapter 5). Chapter 6 is
focussed on the growth and the properties of multilayers. In chapter 7, the
transport and the magnetic properties of fabricated magnetic tunnel junctions
are reported. The last chapter, chapter 8, is a summary of the main results
described in this thesis.




